
Soundz Fishy FlexSurface®  
A fully adjustable console system 
for the Avid S6 control surface.

®



“ All in all this frame is a complete success. 
I feel like every single major design choice 
would be game changing on its own, but 
combined is really special… The ability to 
adjust the height has been a huge hit with 
everyone, including and especially clients. 
The small details are also greatly appreciated.”  
John Milo Train  
Re-Recording Mixer 
NBCUniversal
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FlexSurface® is a beautifully simple 
system that allows you to adjust every 
aspect of the Avid S6 control surface, 
for every session. Thoughtfully designed 
and engineered, FlexSurface offers 
greater flexibility in the control surface 
layout. Interchangeable buckets, 
adjustable rear modules, high-quality 
desking, rise and fall legs and innovative 
accessories offer the ultimate in console 
design and functionality.



How does FlexSurface® work?
The moveable features of FlexSurface 
enable each operator to have the 
console layout that best suits them. 
•  Modules can be placed in any order 

within the channel strip.
•  The rear module of the FlexAngle 

buckets can be set at six different 
angles from 2° through to 35°. 

• The display module is adjustable.
•  FlexAngle works for both a 5 and  

9 knob set-up.
•  The FlexAngle buckets can be 

arranged in any order on the frame. 
 

What is FlexAngle®? 
The FlexAngle buckets are the 
central element of FlexSurface. 
With six angle options for the rear 
modules, channel strips can be 
adjusted individually to suit the user. 
They can also be folded flat to give  
a clear sight line, and clients the  
view they want. 

Choosing furniture for FlexSurface
Once the control surface has been 
chosen, you can decide whether 
to integrate it into our Ultra or Luxe 
furniture ranges. Luxe provides a 
classic furniture design incorporating 
our latest console system whilst Ultra 
delivers a more contemporary look. 
Alternatively, the FlexSurface console 
can be set on static or rise and fall legs.
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Rear modules can be set in 6-positions (2⁰-35⁰)

Rear view of the FlexAngle buckets Dual operators can have individual settings

A mechanism lifts and lowers the rear modules

FlexSurface with Ultra FlexSurface with Luxe
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FlexSurface accessories 
Designed and engineered to 
compliment our furniture, these 
accessories improve the ergonomics 
and functionality of the console. 
Choose from DAD MOM panels, 
tablet trays, keyboard trays, speaker 
and monitor stands, multi-positional 
screen sliders, cable trays and rack 
boxes for the ultimate in console 
design and functionality.

FlexSurface in a 4-leg, Ultra console with rise and fall legs Luxe with FlexSurface and accessories

Tablet Tray

DAD MOM PanelFlexSurface set on static legs only



Can I change the layout once  
it is set up?

Do I need to decide my S6  
control surface layout before  
buying the console?

Can I buy FlexAngle for the  
main modules and flat buckets  
for a producer area?

How long does it take for  
technicians to reconfigure the 
console for each session?

Yes, FlexSurface is totally flexible. You 
can reconfigure the layout for each 
session, each operator or for a dual 
operator set up. 

No, just how many channel strips you 
require. FlexSurface enables you to 
arrange them in any order across the 
control surface while the modules 
can be placed in any configuration. 

You can but FlexAngle offers 
maximum flexibility across all modules 
as and when it’s needed. FlexAngle 
also sits flat, opening up a whole host 
of options. Note: the master M40 
module needs a flat bucket.

It takes minutes to change one 
channel strip and around 30 minutes 
for a complete reconfiguration of the 
control surface. Clients can send their 
preferences ahead for technicians 
to set up prior to the session. 
Alternatively, adjustments can be 
made whilst in the studio.  
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FAQs

Can I use FlexAngle in different 
furniture ranges?

What do I need to buy from  
Avid Technology?

FlexAngle is only available in our 
furniture ranges, however we would 
be happy to create a unique look for 
your studio. 

The modules, blank modules, network 
switch, PSU’s and Molex harness.
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If you’d like more information,  
to book a demo or to discuss  
a project, we’d love to hear  
from you. 

Email
info@soundzfishy.com
glenn@soundzfishy.com

Telephone
44 0 1344 952739
44 0 7976 843675

Soundz Fishy Ltd
Building B
Silwood Park
Buckhurst Road
Ascot
Berkshire SL5 7PW


